
Date Time Stamp Topic

11/5/2012 1:17 RNA Drops Audio Clips
The RNA Key
RNA Drops Explained
What It Is
Non-Physical Chemistry
Mitochondria

2:57 2012rnaradio.com - Dr. Dean's Call Recordings
3:55 Testimonial from Lee

RNA Drops Bottle Keeps Filling Itself Up

Feeling Better
Spread out dosages not to have laxative effect

Whatever You Get Magnesium Will Help You
The Magnesium Miracle
Where Do You Land in Magnesium Spectrum
When the Manna Fell on the Jews, They Weren't to Store.
It would be replenished.

8:10 Where are the recordings on the website?
Ask Dr. Dean on 2012rnaradio.com
Gluten Sensitive but doing well with  RNA Drops

10X More Potent than RNA Drops
Absorption through skin is different

Can I put RNA drops on top of tongue?
Yes. But more mucous membranes under the tongue.
Bob uses a mirror to get it under his tongue.
Caller can't quite aim it under the tongue.
If you take enough, you can use a spoon.
Taste keeps changing.
Living changing organism.
Different texture and viscosity
75th Generation of RNA drops
New cells make you a new person.

If this strikes a chord in you, vibrational match.
It's all about the words you say and how you say them.
It's about communication.

Anything is possible.
15:10 Feels very different than last week.

Feels more subtle
Higher vibration
Sensitive

iON on Placebos

Magnesium Powder in Water - 750 mgs

ReMag 100% Absorbed - More Powerful

How do you measure with ReNew for Gluten Sensitives?

1 drop ReNew on your skin = 5 drops RNA

This is speculation and theorizing on our part. iON says this.

Cleared the plastic tip as they clogged it up. Ok? Yes.



Well-Being, peacefulness
Different level of perceptual functioning
More finally tuned.

17:43 Gotten rid of flaky spot going yucky on my  nose. Dr. C.
Cute at 63 years of age!

19:11 Doesn't pop her jaw any more.
No more jaw tension.
Friend noticed no jaw popping.
Testimonial re: TMJ impressed her.
Jaw, neck, and shoulder tension.
Don't get snap, crackle, and pop with neck movement.

20:35 I feel so good anyway. I don't know what's doing it anymore.
Skin improvements
Bob's eyesight

21:12 Friend noticed shift in you.
Reminds you of how you used to be.

21:23 Eye Sight Improvement
Picked Up Mail and  Read without Glasses
Sending Email without Glasses

22:18
24:13 Flu Symptoms with RNA Drops

RNA Drops 3 times after that
Nauseated
Ordered big bottle
Making new cells. People get all sorts of reactions.
Radical changes to the body.
This is transient.
Nausea is mind getting in the way.
Mini bottle with flu symptoms.
Then, labyrinth of the mind sees big bottle and shifts.

26:35
Dozens of whiteheads on face. Can watch them pop out.
Must have been in bad shape and am detoxing.
Old useless cells are being removed.
Making room for the new cells.

28:47 More Energy
Better days with pain in neck and shoulders.
2 droppers a day
Slow is a good idea.
250 mg a day = 1 tsp = 4 droppers at 100% absorption
10-15 drops in a dropper
Break up the magnesium
Heart rhythm replenish 2-3 times a day.
If you get too much magnesium, it will have a laxative effect.

34:40 Have called and was trying to ignore it.

ReNew on skin - would they use less drops?
Dr. Carolyn doesn't think about ReNew on face daily.

Never anything wrong with the eyes; mind problem iON

Using ReNew on my face.

ReNew twice a day?



Health encyclopedia has many ways to shorten cold.
Mucous  is body trying to flood it out.
Cold and flu is rundown and stress. Go to bed. Sleep.
Alternative remedies for cold and flu from The View

38:12 Colloidal Silver
41:43 Magnesium and RNA Drops for Diabetes

Low Magnesium Levels are a sign of diabetes.
Magnesium helps create insulin. Opens cells for blood sugar.

Relief of diabetes from RNA drops.
Genetic material organized without diabetes from RNA drops?
1300 biological systems require magnesium.
They work together as new cells will require minerals & vitamins.
Minerals provide electrical conductivity.

48:00 Is it better to take RNA drops on empty stomach?

50:27 RNA Drops
Went through Hurricane Sandy
Not in my world but town was a war zone. House was fine.
Parallel reality where my house wasn't effected.
Felt calm during the storm.
100 mph wind
Atlantic Boardwalk ripped up and gone.

Magnesium helps protect feet from neuropathy.

ReMag with or without food.
RNA Drops iON says give yourself a few minutes around food.
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